InCord’s Atlas PSN™ is an advanced Personnel Safety Net, constructed with High Tenacity Nylon knotless netting and finished with a 5,000 lb border rope. Atlas meets the ANSI A10.11-2016 standard for personnel nets while offering advantages over traditional knotted safety nets.

**Improved Mobility and Ease of Deployment**

Atlas PSNs and perimeter systems deploy just like traditional systems for familiarity and universality. The knotless netting in Atlas PSNs reduces snagging and tangling problems common with knotted safety nets. The enhanced deployment and relocation of Atlas can translate into time savings on site, improving your bottom line.

**Permanent FR Treatment**

All Atlas PSNs are flame retardant, meeting NFPA-701 FR standard. The flame inhibitors are impregnated into the nylon fibers, fused at the time of extrusion. Unlike traditional dip-treated FR nets, Atlas PSNs won’t lose their FR properties when exposed to the elements.

**Save Money**

At a cost of about 10% less on average compared with traditional knotted safety nets, Atlas PSNs deliver the life-saving performance expected of InCord Nets.

**Standard or Custom Sized Nets**

Specializing in custom netting, InCord can produce custom sized nets to fulfill your exact requirements, for maximum safety. Standard sizing is also available for repeatable use on more than one job site.

**Atlas Perimeter Safety Systems™**

Installed as a perimeter system, Atlas PSNs can surround your work-site in safety. Working with Fallproof Systems, InCord can provide a complete perimeter safety solution, custom-configured for the requirements of your job.

**PSN670 Knotless Netting**

Atlas PSNs are constructed with a 2-3/4 inch mesh nylon knotless netting. Knots are eliminated using a balanced knitted construction with filaments running continuously throughout the netting to enhance strength and durability.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Style</th>
<th>Fiber</th>
<th>Mesh Size</th>
<th>Cord Diameter</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PSN670</td>
<td>Raschel Knotless Netting</td>
<td>High Tenacity Nylon</td>
<td>2-3/4 in (70 mm)</td>
<td>1/4 in (6 mm)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>